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About This Game

Extreme high speed (rip off)teamwork action has arrived on Steam, in the form of a shooting game!
As a Droid soldier, fight through the 6 on 6 online/offline team battle, and achieve victory!

19 characteristic battle droids
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Female, Male, and Mech... Each droid has an individual designed model.
Earn victory points to unlock all of them!

Costume Break

Rip the pants off of your enemy, with clothing-affected battle damage!

Available Tactics

Earn victory points to unlock all of them!

Costume Break

Rip the pants off of your enemy, with clothing-affected battle damage!

Available Tactics
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Melee, Fire support, High mobility, Defender, Sniper, and all-around types, various tactics are available.
All droids and weaponry have individual strengths and weaknesses.

Encounter battles where the stakes may change at any second, and maximize the advantage! It's simple, and supports
customization for maximum enjoyment!

2 fully customizable sets of Control (Novice and Expert) supported!

2 Control sets(Novice and Expart) are supported, and both of them are fully customizable.
Even beginners will enjoy the high-speed battle from their first playthrough, but will act quicker, and more accurately

depending on their skill level.
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Title: Soul Saber 2
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Yamadaya
Publisher:
Henteko Doujin
Release Date: 15 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, Vista, 8, 10

Processor: Core 2 Duo 2.4Ghz

Memory: 1000 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0b compatible

DirectX: Version 9.0b

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1000 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectSound compatible

Additional Notes: Gamepad is highly recommended. Low latency broadband is required for multiplayer.

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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it doesn't include the last dlc WHAT IS THE POINT OF A SEASON PASS IF IT'S NOT ALL DLC??????!?!?!?!?!. quick
preliminary review:

 - This is a Great game!!

 I really need to start making consistent reviews because it's games like this that go 'under the radar' while total trash garbage
takes over the gaming world today..

 Why is this game so good?

 Because it still has some semblance of an actual 'real living breathing open world' to it, with free-form combat and somewhat
non-rail gameplay.. All in a graphics format that allows you to look around and see the sky etc.

(Please note this is a very early review but that's the sense I got from it so far (I could be wrong about the 'non-rail gameplay' ))

 Again VR is around the corner yet still most games have a top-down view or 'stylized' graphics setup that just feels warped..
this actually has a realistic, vibrant graphics feel realistic enough to feel 'alive' yet not so heavily textured you feel like you're
staring at people's pores..

 Games seem to have lost that 'fine-line' between reality and fantasy but this is one of those games that has it.

  This feels like one of those games you would play all day on a Saturday/Sunday growing up and enjoying every minute of it,
exploring a fantasy world that felt compelling and non-stressful, not like todays games that are either a chore, grind, or stuffed
with over-the-top vulgarity, political agendas, scantily clad girls, robots and freaks etc etc

  By the way, why only 2 hours?

 Because this is one of those games I want to play while actually devoting my time and effort into it, nowadays it's hard to do
that so have it on the side waiting for me when I want to experience it fully...

 So - .. no, it's not perfect, but if the above means something to you try it out, games like this are getting harder and harder to
find..

 I'll definitely update this later as/when I play more

. I've bought this game in winter sale, and it's excellent for that price. I can see that the work is in constant process and new
things are added. It was long on my wishlist and, finally, I bought it at this discount.
. A terrible tutorial hides a surprisingly complex combat system. While this game suffers from latency issues and some
balancing issues the foundation is solid. Combat flows but is based on MMORPG stunlocky combat. This can either be a feature
or a flaw depending on the person. Recommended because there are no other games like this and shows promise.. Pros:
 - Good game to pass time
 - Fun to torture lifeless ragdoll(?)
 - Lots of options to choose from
Cons:
 - It costs $5 to play a browser game
 - The game's main mechanic doesn't entertain for long.
 - Repetitive gameplay
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IMO:
This game isn't worth the money. $5 isn't a lot in the first place and this game ain't worth it. You can play the same game if not a
similar one on most websites that support browser gaming for free. I just bought this so I could send friend requests on this
account so I never had high hopes for this in the first place.. Create a group and play through a story or randomly generated
dungeons. Interesting party system where your party members support you with increased stats or abilities while you only have
to play as one character. You can level your characters and class change them anytime to create the team you want. Lots of
different items to allow you to customise your character even more. The combat is quick and easy to learn allowing you to jump
right in and have fun.. This has got to be the worst game I've ever purchased! What was I thinking?! Bad graphics, worse
gameplay.. This game makes me Stress but I do liked to play it So much SO ADDICTING and HARDCORE GAME !!!!. I
loved the other developer's games, although the repetitiveness of tasks can be tedious. However this anniversary update is
terrible. I bought this in April 2019 & it says expect updates in Feb 2019. It also says "Close your eyes" in this version is
unfinished and all but the incredibly repetitive and difficult Girl Graveyard game are available, the rest of the content says
"coming soon".
So not sure how this can be recommended or get good reviews from what I've experienced.
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Can we use the Big R word here? Is norton being Racsit towards romanians assuming that all Hackers are romanians?

This is not a film, its an advertising film from Norton.
. Namco, please make the next one have more useful items. :(
A lot of the gear is lame, but there's a few gems in here.
If there was a neutral rating I'd have chosen that.. This game is absolutely fantastic. Truly authentic to the NES in every way.
Great work, can't wait to see Haunted: Halloween '86 on Steam!. FINALLY. I've been able to buy this game... And i love it! It
might need even more randomness! But when is there enough randomness? Great job!. Has potential. Need's more players and
work on balancing.
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